Hash Report – Loweswater
Run No. 216
Hares: Weakender and G-String
The day dawned hot and dry and a good turnout of hashers were to be seen – gathering in
the lay-by – near the telephone box. And a new rule that never mind that 3 blobs and
you’re on – that might not apply today! A little cautious as to what this might mean – all
would be revealed later! Despite this been only the second hash he’s set the Hare tried to
confuse us at the start by walking away from the real route towards the obvious route to
the lake near the gate. However – those of us a bit more wary (or slower!) didn’t fall for
that one.
So the route headed up the track towards Watergate, and beyond this up to the old Mosser
Fell road. A little way along here at a check, flour was seen in a field on the right.
Fortunately I was only up to blob 7 – before an ON ON was called back on the road! The
hare mentioned there was a delightful, scenic circuit of the field, with more than 20 blobs to
find, if I wanted to check it all out. I graciously declined.
We then headed back down the hillside – eventually emerging about 200 metres from the
start – but after a very pleasant amble round the fell side. After then taking us back across
the foothills of the same fell, we eventually emerged on the Fangs Brow road and headed
towards Iredale Place, before looping round the contours of Burnbank Fell, before emerging
above Holme Wood. After a circuitous route back down through the wood – including the
opportunity for a dip in Loweswater - for anyone keen to try it. The usual suspect obliged –
Huggy - but no other takers. We then came back on the traditional route back to the car
park.
An excellent hash – keeping us all close together, and without any actual fell topping outs!
Followed by a brief visit to the Kirkstile – for those able to find somewhere to park. Good to
see some old familiar faces back amongst us.
ON ON
Rent Boy

